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ABSTRACT

Technology is an integral part of our daily lives and continues to advance rapidly, impacting our physical and social worlds. We increasingly rely on advanced machines to act in more autonomous and sophisticated ways. What would happen if artificial forms of intelligence developed to the point where machines behaved more like us and we started treating them as people? Ethics should anticipate and account for such possibilities so that science does not move faster than our moral understanding.

My thesis states that when we are able to feel gratitude or resentment towards the actions of artificially intelligent machines we can be said to see them as morally responsible agents. I argue that standard ethics frames morality developmentally – only when we reach adulthood are we deemed able to enter into the type of relationships where we can hold one another morally responsible for our actions. I apply a more abstract notion of moral development to future versions of technology and couple this with a definition of morality as a relational or social construct. This allows me to argue that machines could develop to a point in the future where we react to them morally as we would to humans. Questions on whether we ought to react in this way are muted as relationally we quite simply would be unable to feel otherwise. Objections from definitions of moral agency based on innate qualities, specifically those associated with the concept of intelligence, are dispelled in favour of a relational definition.